
10/8/2017 East Coast Greenway:  Wilmington to Ocean 
Isle Beach NC  

Whaaat?  You're doing what? 

We are East Coast Greenway.  Riding our bikes one week a year, to cover a segment of 
miles from Maine to Key West, FL - and this year, Wilmington NC to Savannah 
GA.   Riding the congested east coast, as pioneers, bringing visibility to what roadways 
need to be more bike-friendly and tour townships on segments that include bike trails 
and low volume roads.  The East Coast Greenway works with municipalities to form safe 
bike travels state-by-state - because who wouldn't want to travel without a car? 
 
The day-before-the ride. 

40 cyclists convened in Wilmington, NC, along the Cape Fear River - with anticipation 
of Day 1 - a 66-mile ride that included a 4-mile Ferry Crossing over the mouth of 'The 
Fear. 

After checking into our hotels, one hand dragging luggage and the other holding a bike, 
some of us meandered through Wilmington's Riverwalk, an annual festival that brought 
out the locals, the outta-towners, and wide-eyed bicyclists, who were thrilled that 
Wilmington put on such a party just for us.  There were unlimited food options, 
especially if you have a taste for pork -- pulled, twisted, sliced, congealed and more 
options I never knew existed, and funnel cake, loaded with sugar and with an option to 
buy two for a price that does not dent the wallet.  And, if you want to wear a sign that 
broadcasts that you live in a land far far away, ask about vegan or vegetarian choices. 

The excitement builds along the river, with 
stunt riders on half sized bicycles with 
double sized tires flying 20 feet into the air, 
inspiring a whole young generation to stare 
in awe, and leaving a whole older generation 
to wonder if they might prefer to just stay 
on the ground. 

For some of my bike mates, getting settled 
into Wilmington meant they would ride 
their bicycles for a 19 Hurricane-Matthew-
makeup-mileage tour to ensure that last 
year's hurricane didn't leave a gap in the 
overall adventure.  Due to some direction 
faux-pas, or pre-trip confusion, or a need to 
over-achieve, some members managed to 
turn that 19 mile trip into a 60 mile 
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trip.  But nothing to worry about for this gang, as they are built from a blend of pro-
athlete stock, and the extra miles, getting lost, battling traffic only makes for some great 
war stories over dinner. 

Sunday has arrived, and it's time to say goodbye to your car for a week, and travel via 
bicycle. 

Not so fast.  The Ferry wasn't working, being a Sunday and all, and all plans changed to 
cross 'The Fear using the bridge crossings mere miles from our hotel accommodations. 

Hold on, Nelly.  We ride bicycles, not cars.  There are grates in the bridge, the kind of 
grates that flow in the direction of our skinny bike tires, the kind of grates that would 
keep your bike stuck in the bridge, watching the water flow underneath, staring, stuck at 
'The Fear. 

Now, that's no way to start our tour, so the ECG staff arranged to shuttle us across the 
unfriendly bridge.  Once on the southern shores of 'The Fear, we adjusted our 
headlights, backlights, helmet lights, brightly colored vests, and the ride began. 

There's this hurricane called Nate, that is making lives miserable along the Gulf of 
Mexico coast.  Somehow Nate is also in North Carolina.  Making the atmosphere humid, 
hot, filled with winds -- always a headwind.  The morning ride along the southern side of 
'The Fear was a delightful ride - low volume roads, large shady trees, and one couldn't 
find an issue even if it existed -- including Nate and it's heat wave -- because we were on 
bicycles.  Stopping for some interesting scenery, photo ops because it seemed right, and 
relearning not to step on one of those fire-ant sand-homes. 

We met a local, also on bicycle, who shared 
with us the best places to get free food on 
Sunday -- a fish fry, and more 'fry 
opportunities should we be interested.  We 
thanked him for the local knowledge, and all 
that talk about food reminded us it was time 
to reach into our bike bags for snacks, and 
before we knew it we had arrived in 
Southport.   Here we stopped for more 

photo ops, watched the sailboats navigate 
the ICW, and someone said 'time', so we all 
hopped back on our bicycles.  30 miles 
down, and another 30 to go. 

Departing Southport, we found ourselves on 
high volume, no shoulder roads, and our 
group naturally became a tight peloton, and 
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managed to get beyond the scary roads, only to find ourselves on an equally scary road 
for different reasons.  High speed, barely any shoulders and animals that failed to safely 
cross the road.   Large roadkill, fresh with scents that fused into your nose and took 
miles to lose.  And old roadkill, that should have served as a warning to any animal 
considering a crossing.  Don't do it, stay on that side of the road.  And we rode, and rode, 
our water bottles emptied, and the heat and humidity wouldn't stop until finally along 
this business-desolate stretch of road, we discovered an oasis. 

Our oasis came in the form of a Holiday Inn Express, and we were desperate for 
water.  We met Kathy, the Manager and life was suddenly good again.  She invited us in 
to cool off in the air conditioning, pit stops for all, and cold water, with ice.  Thank you 
Kathy, for your huge heart, your unquestioning humanity and being the talk of our 
bicycle group - likely for the entire tour. 

With cold water, and a brief reprieve from 
the heat, we said goodbye to our new friend, 
Kathy, and rode on.  Avoiding big trucks, 
avoiding roadkill, and breathing deep and 
happy when we encountered a low volume 
road.   Our final turn, meant we had to 
climb the one and only hill.  The hill to cross 
the bridge over the ICW.  65 feet in the air, 
with no shoulder and a sign instructing 
bicyclists to walk, we opted to cross fast and 
take the entire lane. 

Arriving in Ocean Isle Beach, we completed our ride, mostly unscathed (two riders in 
our group took a dive into a ditch to avoid a car encounter, or to get a close up photo of 
an alligator?), with enough time to walk the ocean, take a dip in the pool, indulge on 
hand-dipped ice cream, and pinch ourselves reliving the day saying "wow - what an 
amazing ride". 
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10/9/2017 East Coast Greenway:  Ocean Isle Beach NC to 
Myrtle Beach SC  

After a long conversation with an Ocean Isle Beach native working the meat department 
at the town grocery, he assured me that not only are alligators good eating and taste like 
chicken, but they get 'em fresh from Georgia, which from my calculation was two states 
away. 

Me:  Will they chase us on bicycles? 
The Butcher:  Yes, ma'am. 
Me:  You, mean, while we're riding our bikes, they'll come out and chase us? 
The Butcher:  No ma'am.  Only when you stop. 

And that made today's riding plan simple.  There would be no stopping.  Not ever.  Not 
once.  Mostly, not at all.   Ok, maybe once should we arrive at a sign that said, "Don't 
feed the alligators". 

No more than 10 miles into our ride, we 
arrived upon a lake, or a swamp, or clearly 
an alligator hole, because the sign said 
so.  Naturally, we all got off our bicycles and 
approached the swamp to get a photo op 
with the warning sign.   More members of 
the East Coast Greenway Way tour rode in, 
and again, naturally, everyone dismounted 
for that alligator sign photo op. 

Then, someone noticed the water move.  A head appeared, 
looking like a slow-moving log with a bad case of acne.  It 
approached our group stealth like, undaunted by our bright 
colored bike wear, and we maintained a distance, quite a lot of 
distance actually, still close enough to zoom in with our 
cameras and confirm - this was not a chicken.  I decided it was 
a good a time as any to re-mount our bicycles, and take off, and 
others thought the same.  We left that gator with a dust-storm 
as our wheels spun out in the sand, and I kept thinking about 
the words of The Butcher from Ocean Isle Beach.   Someone 
should tell him that they don't need to import alligators from 
Georgia. 

Several hours of blissful riding followed, which is code for: 

 The bicycle GPS was working perfectly 
 No bicycle malfunctions 
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 Drivers were mostly courteous 
 We had plenty of drinking water 
 The scenery was stunning with ocean views and low-country marshes 
 It wasn't raining. 

That all changed.  Suddenly the bicycle GPS 
was insisting on turning where there was no 
road.   The humidity was overpowering, and 
water bottles emptied at an accelerated 
pace, our group got separated on a 
confusing turn, and one of our bike-mates 
(Dexter) ran over a large nail.   We marveled 
at the speed in which Dexter changed out 
the busted tube for a fresh 
part.  Unfortunately, he wasn't fast 

enough.  The minute we returned to riding, the rains appeared. 

Not just sprinkles and mist, but the kind of rain that hits your bare skin and leaves 
dents.  The kind of rain where you feel compelled to take cover, even if means standing 
under the roof of a gas station, for an hour.  Or, more.  Eventually, we decided the 
torrential rains had no plans to stop, and with 6 more miles to go, we returned to our 
bike saddles, and rode through South Carolina's low-country. 

Low country for bicyclists is a whole new form of 
transportation.  With water pooling to mid-thigh levels, we 
learned to pedal with your feet under water, and some of us 
had so much fun with that we considered just riding through 
the lakes and whooping it up.  Others in our group suggested it 
might be more appropriate to beeline it to our hotel.   Our 
inner-child gave way to rational thought, and cold and soaked, 
we arrived at the Doubletree Hilton in Myrtle Beach, where we 
were greeted by Lillie.  Lillie embraced us with the finest taste 
of southern hospitality:  warm towels and fresh chocolate chip 
cookies.  Soon we warmed, smiles returned and we were back 
to trading stories on another day of outstanding adventures 
only to be uncovered through bicycling. 
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10/10/2017 East Coast Greenway:  Myrtle Beach to 
Georgetown SC  

The morning ritual begins.  Rummage through your bag looking for dry shoes and dry 

clothes.  Wonder why all your clothes are wet, and realize the wet ones fused with the 
dry collection.  Do the sniff test.  Everything smells gamey.  Open the hotel door to check 
the outside temperature, and watch the humid steamy air roll in.  You feel your body 
temperature rise, and you instinctively wipe the steam off your forehead.  Close the 
door, fast.  Staying dry is out.  It's all about the nose.  Choose the least gamey outfit and 
hope your bike-mates won't draft too close. 

We departed Myrtle Beach shortly after sunrise, with a light ocean breeze.   Soon we had 
pedaling down to a rhythm and the smell of salt air was enough to take the edge of your 
pungent clothing, and all was glorious in the world.  The travels between Myrtle Beach 
and Murrells Inlet were along low volume roads, beach fronts and trails, and we couldn't 
help but to think we were in paradise.   We missed the exit to our planned stopping 
point, but that was OK, because we were off-the-busy-highways, enjoying travels fueled 
only by pedal power.   And then, we arrived onto Route 17, the Business Section.  Route 
17 is all about business.  Busy-I-ness.  And then the rains arrived.  And our mouths 
gaped wide wondering how in the world we would navigate those roads, especially in the 
rain. 

We ducked into a Dunkin Donuts for a few moments to let the downpour let up, and 
indulge on a coffee.  We watched the clouds bust-a-seam -- apparently normal in the 
Low Country -- and if you think you can wait these rains out, plan on plenty of 
waiting.  The drops became buckets and after an hour of waiting we wondered if it might 
be time to order a donut.  Several cyclists double-checked their phones -- the accurate-
weather apps -- and assured us that the rains would be diminishing.  The skies 
darkened.  We waited, and waited, and I surmised that our collective refusal to ride in 
the rain had more to do with riding the Route 17 Business Section- the final 15 
miles.  We watched the traffic splash water 20 feet high and I considered eating a jelly 
donut in case it might be my last. 

Finally someone suggested that their weather app was showing a clearing, and it was 
time to make a go for it.   I spotted a trail on the opposite side of Route 17, so we all 
crossed the busy 6 lane highway, just to ride on the sidewalk.  What we didn't notice, 
was that low-country-lakes had returned. 

Pools of water appeared, and we rode on thinking they were merely inches 
deep.  Imagine the surprise, finding yourself in thigh deep depths.  Or riding into a 
submerged sinkhole (pothole) and not coming out the other side.  This particular 
vintage took several of us by surprise -- wipe outs, trashed wheels or just awkward body 
collisions with your handlebars.   Maybe it would be better to ride on the busy highway? 



Here is what we learned about Route 17, something that one might not ordinarily learn 
from a car - unless your car wanders.  There are rumble strips -- a little shake when your 
car veers off the road -- and the Low Country's version of rumble strips.  Deep-sleep-
shake-the-wheels-off-of-your-tires grooves that could be considered pre-fabricated 
potholes.  We guessed the meandering shoulder was designed by someone new to the SC 
road team, as it varied in size from 2 inches to 12.  With pouring rain, 18 wheelers and 
70 mile per hour vehicle traffic, our peloton of riders abandoned the idea of taking a full 
lane, and opted to hug the tiny come-and-go shoulder bracing for impact with the 
rumble-n-tumble-strips. 

Someone yelled 5 more miles to go, and our thoughts focused on when we would hear 
the next message.   "Four", and we pedaled on hoping that we would make it to 
three.  "Three" was yelled out, and we pedaled faster until we arrived upon our road 
angel - the ECG Sag Support vehicle driven by Bob.  With 2 miles to go, he followed our 
peloton into busy Georgetown - with everyone arriving safely.   Some, bruised and 
battered, but safe. 

In the search of food, we landed onto historic Georgetown, 
where our wanderings left us in awe at the working shrimp 
boats that delivered fresh shrimp and daily catch.   We sat 
outside under an umbrella, the rains now just a mist, eating 
fresh local shrimp in the form of sushi rolls, and the scary 
roads of Route 17 faded away.  We had traveled by bicycle, and 
were now relaxing eating sushi.  Brought in by a shrimp boat 2 
blocks away.  It doesn't get any better than that. 
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10/12/2017 East Coast Greenway:  Charleston to Beaufort 
SC  

We departed downtown Charleston, with our morning ritual perfected.   Drag luggage 

and bicycle to hotel lobby and park at the first open space making sure the other hotel 
guests had no access to the exits.  Load water-logged (from sweat / humidity) luggage 
onto the U-Haul truck.  Consume a Kind bar for breakfast.  The same Kind of bar that 
will be consumed over the next 7 hours, and wonder if that is really a Kind way to treat 
your body.  Check your bicycle lights, GPS navigation software, pump the tires and spin 
the wheels listening to the new whirring sounds that weren't there before.  Seek out the 
ECG bike mechanic and decide he's too busy helping others.   Decide to troubleshoot 
yourself.  Or at least with select members of your riding team, those without advanced 
bicycle mechanic skills. 

Me:  Do you hear that noise? 
Bike mates:  Hmm.  Do the tires spin? 
Me:  Yep. 
Bike mates; Probably just wet disc brakes. 
Me:  You think? 
Bike mates:  Happens all the time. 

And with that, worries were over, and it was time to focus on the day's ride.  A nearly 
eighty-mile day with forty miles on the dreaded Route 17 - high speed, high volume 
traffic with little to no shoulders. 

40 cyclists rolled out of Charleston led by two escort ECG vehicles:   a lead car, and the 
caboose.   It didn't take long for the lead car and the front of the peloton to lose the back 
of the peloton and the flank car, but fortunately the Charleston rush-hour traffic didn't 
seem to mind that our group spanned through multiple traffic lights.  We managed to 
cross the Ashley River, stay on our bicycles over the bridge metal grates and exit the 
busy roads to be greeted by -- an 8 mile-ish bicycle trail. 

We traversed the low country without a hint of motorized vehicles and marveled at the 
low-country marshland.   Conversations with fellow riders made the time pass quickly, 
and then we arrived at the end of the trail, where we prepped ourselves mentally for the 
first 15 mile stretch of Route 17.  Route 17 -- a route that is not ready for prime-time 
bicycling, but is the only way, at present, to travel south.   A route that is best -- for now -
- traveled by bicycle in a large group, with escort vehicles. 

Moving as a massive peloton, we took the right lane of the shoulder-less highway and 
with the help of our vehicles blocking 70 mph traffic from behind, we felt surprisingly 
safe.   Eventually, it was time to exit, and we departed from our support vehicles to 



travel along low-volume rural roads with shade from the large 
oak trees and Spanish moss, and life was back to lovely once 
more. 

The cloud cover gave way to full-sun, and someone noted they 
saw a sign saying it was 96 degrees.  Soon we came across a gas 
station that sold water and ice-cream and it only seemed 
logical to consume both.   Another stretch of Route 17 awaited. 

We would tackle this last 25-mile stretch of Route 17 without 
our support vehicles - because this section of roadways had 
shoulders.  Real shoulders, not the meandering disappearing 
once-in-awhile shoulders, but 3-foot shoulders that stayed 3 

feet wide.   Sure, there were the rumble strips -- renamed to bicycle-death-traps -- but 
surely, we could ride within a 3-foot shoulder. 

We learned that many things come to die within that 3-foot shoulder.  Car parts -- the 
big ones, whole tires, chunks of metal --come to die.  Roadkill takes its last breath, and 
armadillos are the only creatures that are not flattened to pancake width, and you realize 
you've never, until now, seen armadillos close up.   Several times we considered 
stopping -- to take in water and food -- but the sight of 2' mounds of sand filled with 
ants (just to the right of the shoulder), and the notion those ants are having the last 
laugh staring at that dead armadillo -- we opted to keep riding. 

Of course, we couldn't get enough of Route 17, and missed our turn to Beaufort, so we 
extended our ride along 17 to the next exit -- 7 more miles of highway.   Riding in a draft 
line, without shade, tying to alert riders behind of the shoulder hazards, and not daring 
to lose focus -- we couldn't get off Route 17 fast enough. 

Our final 20 miles into Beaufort returned us onto back country roads, and the Spanish 
moss dangled from the trees returning our gaze upward.    At the end of the day, the 
riders convened for a group dinner in Historic Beaufort, along the ICW. 

Here we gathered, one last time as 40 riders for this year's WAY tour - where we shared 
our favorite moments of the ride, and relived the best of the week. 
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10/13/2017 East Coast Greenway:  Beaufort SC to 
Savannah GA  

The complimentary breakfast at our Beaufort hotel buzzed with cyclists half-woke, half-

dressed wearing a pungent o-dear that was reminiscent of yesterday' ride, walking 
straight toward the make-it-yourself waffle iron, the trays of English-muffins and 
miniature dollops of peanut butter where peanuts were the last of a 12-ingredient list 
that began with the words 'corn syrup'.   Today’s breakfast was our best by far -- it 
included jellies that were close-enough to be considered fruit, and we slathered sugar-
slime onto miniature brown and yellow muffins with more unrecognizable 
ingredients.  Someone cut in line, a fellow biker with mismatched socks, and we waited 
patiently while he grabbed a second slice of wonder bread mumbling "bless his heart", 
because after all it was Day 6 of hard riding.  Everyone was growing weary, and that's 
how one rolls in the south. 

The second phase of breakfast turned to amateur-medical-hour, where those with 
bumps, rashes, hematoma’s, The Limpers, and those with large chunks of missing skin 
turned to their fellow cycling-non-medical-professionals asking the standard fare of 
questions in-between bites of Wheaties.   "Do you think the hematoma is worse than 
yesterday?" one cyclist inquired and we all looked and provided healing suggestions, 
based on our own experiences back-in-the-day.   "Have you ever seen a mosquito bite 
this large?" another would ask, and we would all look close, and no, we had never seen a 
mosquito bite as large as a pancake, and one rider suggested it might be West Nile while 
another suggested she should apply more sunscreen.  "Do you think my deep wounds 
should be draining like this?" one rider asked to no one in particular.  Many of us 
wanted to look, but couldn't, and insisted that whatever it looked like it was perfectly 
normal. 

At that point the true medical 
professionals -- fellow cyclists with actual 
medical backgrounds -- arrived, and the 
walking injured waited in line, first to 
speak with the nurse.   And one by one, 
her response to all sounded like "Gee, that 
looks pretty bad, you might want to get 
that checked out when you get home", 
which inspired the injured to work their 
way up to the next available PRO for a 
second opinion.   The retired Physician’s 
Assistant could surely add more insight, 
and her responses to the riding-injured 
sounded like "y'all must hurt with 
that?"  and just the way she said it with 
that southern twang was enough to make 
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one feel just a tad better.  But, there was still time for a third opinion from the Team 
Doc.   The same Team Doc who rode the entire week with a torn rotator cuff.   The same 
Team Doc who quoted his grandmother saying, "Not all of the crazies have been 
captured" never once thinking grandma may have been referring to grandson.  In 
between fork-fuls of downing his DIY waffle, he took the time to look at each of the 
injured, long and hard before making eye contact as doctors do when they want to make 
sure there is no mistaking the message.  "You'll live.  Next."   Comforting, in a binary 
type of way, and that was all the injured riders needed to hear.   Return to your bicycles, 
there is one more day of riding. 

One by one, we checked our bags onto the 
U-Haul truck, pumped up bicycle tires, 
turned on headlights and backlights.  We 
watched one rider whip out a brillo-pad and 
wipe down her bicycle tires removing any 
glass or sharp fragments -- assuring us her 
ritual prevented flats -- and thinking note-
to-self what a smart idea.  Someone 
suggested that we stand in the sandy-grass 
area for the group photo, and while there 
were no ant-hills we allowed the 

photographer no more than 2 photos, before racing back to the pavement, instinctively 
inspecting our lower legs for ants, and itching just at the thought. 

We departed Beaufort along the beautiful Spanish Moss Trail -- away from cars with 
views ranging from marshland to old oak trees dangling long strands of moss.   Riding 
as a large group, we picked up conversations from prior days rides, and took the time to 
learn one or two more nuggets about The-Who of our riding companions.  Riding 
amongst us included:  A world fencing champion (back in the day),  MIT graduates, 
Harvard professors and some of the finest thought provoking conversations that can be 
had while trying to focus on potholes, a national ski champion who could not help but to 
consider road cones a slalom course, a self-described non-foodie who booked a Farm-2-
Table reservation precisely 28 days in advance and still considers himself a non-foodie, 
several retired school teachers and one couldn't help but to wonder how lucky it must 
have been to be a student in their classroom, a rider who rides to stay healthy after a 
nasty battle with pneumonia, another who lost her home to fire, yet still dots fellow-
riders with a daily dose of happy.  It's clear that there is something magical to being 
surrounded by this group of people riding bicycles 5-8 hours per day, with more of their 
stories to unfold for future blogs. 

Cycling in a large group, you didn't dare to stop and take pictures -- to risk losing your 
mates -- so we etched the memories of these giant trees with long grey hair, and 
wondered how cool it would be if the final cut of the East Coast Greenway would include 
this kind of trail all the way to Savannah. 
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We quickly returned to busy-road-reality, bunched up into a large peloton, and with the 
assistance of support vehicles, our group was flanked front and back, consuming a full 
lane along busy highways, where safety of the riders was paramount.   A special shout-
out to Brent, Marybeth, Bob Q., Mister Alan-Master-Bike-Mechanic, Niles, Chris and 
Carol for blocking traffic with their cars, and the team of Andy, Anne, Lee and others 
who used their bodies as human shields to help our group cross busy 
intersections.  There were no solo riders, no riders left behind, truly a group effort. 

The final section of roadway was along Alligator Alley -- a busy two-lane road, high 
volume truck traffic that cuts through a natural preserve - a preserve filled with 
alligators.  We split into two groups -- those riding 18mph or faster, and those on the 
15mph version.   Inspired by the thought of alligators poised in the grass, waiting for a 
taste of cyclist-roadkill, I'm pretty sure the 15mph group rode at a 20mph pace, and the 
18mph pace group hit 25.   We flew past the Port Wentworth police station, and our 
escort vehicle raced ahead.   Our police escort -- typically escorting funeral processions -
- blocked the busy intersections and our peloton breezed past the Georgia border, into 
Savannah.  We arrived at the finish, downtown Savannah, hungry, yes, tired, yes, in 
need of a shower, yes, and stunned at our accomplishment of bicycling through some 
very challenging stretches of road. 

As road-pioneers for the East Coast Greenway, we learned about roads that have a-ways 
to go to become bicycle friendly, but we also learned how to ride safe, we adjusted our 
rides to accommodate the roads, and we relished in the thought that we ARE making the 
Greenway happen for future bicycling generations.   Cheers bike-mates! 

---------------------- 

Addendum:   A hawk had an unfortunate 
encounter with our shuttle bus enroute 
from Savannah to Wilmington, his low-
flying flight pattern took out the 
windshield.  RIP Mr. Hawk. 
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